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Straight desks, 69 cm depth

Straight desks, 69 cm depth

Straight desks, 60 cm depth

Straight progressive desks, 60 cm depth

Straight desks, 80 cm depth

Straight desks, 80 cm depth

TALENT Range

 TALENT SERIE 100 - Fixed desks with levellers

TALENT SERIE 500 - Height adjustable desks with castors and folding desk-top

TALENT SERIE 300 - Fixed desks with castors and folding desk-top

Straight desks, 69 cm depth

AVAILABLE FINISHES:

Desk-top Finishes

00 White 11 Lime Oak 07 Chestnut

Structure Finishes 

00 White 03 White/
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02 Silver 08 Black
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25 mm melamine desk-top with straight PVC edge.
3 mm folded steel plate bracket in a white, black and aluminised finish 
with an epoxy paint coating.
70x40 and e=2 steel tube recessed crossbar with bumper edge to safely 
support the desk top.
Ø60 mm extruded aluminium column in a white, black and aluminised 
finish with an epoxy paint coating.
Straight aluminium injection legs in a white, black or aluminised finish, 
with an epoxy paint coating and polished aluminium finish.
Ø46mm levellers with non-skid patch.

 TALENT SERIE 100 - Fixed desks with levellers

Technical Profile SERIE 100 - Fixed desks with levellers

Optional Accessories:

Cable Access Management

Desk Top Screens Linking Desks

Modesty Panel

CPU Holder

Push Latch “T” cable accessØ80mm   “U” cable access Individual metal cable tray Polypropylene flexible cable 
routing

Melamine or steel 

Fixed to the cross beamTALENT offers a variety of options in screens. Fully upholstered, with aluminium profiles or rails for attaching 3rd-
level elements, melamine, glass or methacrylate

Quick linking system. The 
desks are prepared to be 
linked laterally and frontally. 
They are fixed using an 
e=4mm plastic bracket

Metal tray for “T” type 
cable access
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Technical Profile SERIE 300 - Fixed desks with castors and folding desk-top

Positioning legs in an angular position

Folding the desk top desk-top:

Optional Accessories:

Cable Access Management Linking of DesksFolding Modesty Panel

Metal tray for “T” type 
cable access

Polypropylene flexible cable 
routing

Melamine modesty panel Quick linking. The desks are prepared 
to be linked laterally and frontally. 
They are fixed using a e=4mm plastic 
bracket

The standard 300 SERIES offer 2 different angle positions by positioning the feet in 2 positions, so they can be angled or straight depending on the vertical 
stackability required.

The 300 SERIES offers a folding system for the work desk-top, using a system in the brackets that features a locking and unlocking position for the mechanism. At 
the same time, this folding allows the desks to be stacked, thus saving space. The desks come with a protector on the legs for stacking.

Positioning the leg in a straight positionPositioning the leg at a 22º angle

Locking/unlocking 
system for folding the 
work desk-top. 

Folding modesty panel 
fixed to the desk top in 
a melamine finish. 

25 mm melamine desk-top with PVC edge and shock absorbing rubber.
Folding desk top with locking/unlocking system.
Aluminium injection bracket in a white, black and aluminised finish with an 
epoxy paint coating.
Injected aluminium corner joint for attaching columns and crossbars.
Polypropilene vertical stacking cap.
73x70 and e=2 mm extruded aluminium recessed crossbar with bumper to 
safely support the desk top.
Ø60 mm extruded aluminium column in a white, black and aluminised 
finish with an epoxy paint coating.
Straight aluminium injection legs in a white, black and aluminised finish 
with an epoxy paint coating and polished aluminium finish.
Stacking protection on the legs.
Black, 65 mm diameter wheels. 2 with brake and 2 without brake.

 TALENT SERIE 300 - Fixed desks with castors and folding desk-top

Push Latch “T” cable accessØ80mm “U” cable access
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Technical Profile - Linking Desks

Linking device system for desks - TALENT 100 and TALENT 300

Configuration Examples

Desk Models with Linking Device Systems

TALENT, in its 100 and 300 series, offers a fast linking device system for desks, thus 
permitting different configurations, making the desks stable and ensuring there is no 
unwanted movement while they are being used.
The desks are prepared to be linked laterally and frontally, using a e=4mm plastic 
bracket, which features a quick and simple linking device system.

Side linking Front and side linking

Straight desks, 69 cm depth

Straight desks, 60 cm depth

Straight desks, 80 cm depth

Straight desks, 80 cm depth

 TALENT SERIE 100 - Fixed desks with levellers

TALENT SERIE 300 - Fixed desks with castors and folding desk-top

Straight desks, 69 cm depth
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Folding the desk top desk-top:

Desk Elevation System:

The 500 SERIES offers a folding system for the work desk-top, using a system in the brackets with a locking and unlocking position for the mechanism. At the same 
time, this folding allows the desks to be stacked, thus saving space. The desks come with a protector on the legs for stacking.

The 500 SERIES has a push 
button under the desk top 
that is easily accessible, 
which allows the desk to 
be elevated using a gas lift. 
Height range: 74-104 cm.

Locking/unlocking 
system for folding the 
work desk-top.

Technical Profile SERIE 500 - Height adjustable desks with castors and folding desk-top

25 mm melamine desk-top with PVC bumper edge.
Folding desk top with locking/unlocking system.
Aluminium injection bracket in a white, black and aluminised finish with an 
epoxy paint coating.
Injected aluminium corner joint for attaching columns and crossbars.
Polypropilene vertical stacking cap.
Elevation system in the desk via a gas lift.
73x70 and e=2 mm extruded aluminium recessed crossbar, with bumper to 
safely support the desk top.
Injected aluminium telescopic central column with two 110x80 and 100x70 
sections and e=2 mm, featuring gas lift elevation system, in a white, black 
and aluminised finish with an epoxy paint coating.
Aluminium injection legs with lateral junction, in a white, black and 
aluminised finish with an epoxy paint coating and polished aluminium finish.
Stacking protection on the legs.
65 mm diameter black wheels. 2 with brakes and 2 without brakes.

TALENT SERIE 500 - Height adjustable desks with castors and folding desk-top
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Talent Desks with Laminated Writteable Desk-top and dry wipeable

Technical Profile SERIE 500 - Height adjustable desks with castors and folding desk-top

• 25 mm melamine desk-top with PVC edge 
and shock-absorbing rubber.

• White laminated melamine desk-top, 
suitable for writing directly on it with dry 
erase markers.

• Easily erased and cleaned with a simple 
cloth or rubber. 

Cleaning the Desk-top
Easily erased and cleaned with a simple dry cloth or rubber, 
even when the writing has been there for a while. 
The use of chemical products for cleaning the desk-top is 
not recommended.

Markers for Writing
To correctly write on the desk-top, the use of dry erase 
markers is recommended in order to lengthen the desk 
desk-top’s useful life.  

TALENT SERIE 500 - Height adjustable desks with castors and folding desk-top


